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Undeadly
Harlequin The day I turned 16, my boyfriend-to-be died. I brought him back to life. Then things got a little weird… Molly Bartolucci
wants to blend in, date hottie Rick and keep her zombie-raising abilities on the down-low. Then the god Anubis chooses her to become
a reaper—and she accidentally undoes the work of another reaper, Rath. Within days, she's shipped oﬀ to the Nekyia Academy, an
elite boarding school that trains the best necromancers in the world. And her personal reaping tutor? Rath. Life at Nekyia has its
pluses. Molly has her own personal ghoul, for one. Rick follows her there out of the blue, for another…except, there's something a little
oﬀ about him. When students at the academy start to die and Rath disappears, Molly starts to wonder if anything is as it seems. Only
one thing is certain—Molly's got an undeadly knack for ﬁnding trouble….

Undeadly
Harlequin When the god Anubis chooses Molly Bartolucci to become a reaper, she accidentally undoes the work of another reaper,
Rath, which earns her a trip to the Nekyia Academy where her personal reaping tutor is none other than Rath. Original.

Abandon
Scholastic Inc. New from #1 New York Times bestselling author Meg Cabot, a dark, fantastical story about this world . . . and the
underworld. Though she tries returning to the life she knew before the accident, Pierce can't help but feel at once a part of this world,
and apart from it. Yet she's never alone . . . because someone is always watching her. Escape from the realm of the dead is impossible
when someone there wants you back. But now she's moved to a new town. Maybe at her new school, she can start fresh. Maybe she
can stop feeling so afraid. Only she can't. Because even here, he ﬁnds her. That's how desperately he wants her back. She knows he's
no guardian angel, and his dark world isn't exactly heaven, yet she can't stay away . . . especially since he always appears when she
least expects it, but exactly when she needs him most. But if she lets herself fall any further, she may just ﬁnd herself back in the one
place she most fears: the Underworld.

Unchosen
Harlequin Teen I used to think having an undead boyfriend was my biggest problem. Turns out I was dead wrong. Molly Bartolucci is
trying to keep her head down after getting caught using illegal magic at her school for necromancers. Now that she knows that she's
destined to be Anubis's Chosen, all she needs to do is study hard and stay out of trouble. But somehow that seems to be impossible....
First of all, there's the case of her aunt's soul-Molly has to ﬁnd a way to free her aunt from the god Set before it's too late. And then
there's Rath, Molly's hot tutor. Molly's feelings for him are deﬁnitely more than academic, but she can't ﬁgure out how he feels in
return. To top it all oﬀ, someone is trying to hurt Molly's family-but why? With dark forces working against her, Molly knows if she can't
hold it together, her destiny could go up in smoke. THE REAPER DIARIES

Die for Me
Harper Collins My life had always been blissfully, wonderfully normal. But it only took one moment to change everything. Suddenly,
my sister, Georgia, and I were orphans. We put our lives into storage and moved to Paris to live with my grandparents. And I knew my
shattered heart, my shattered life, would never feel normal again. Then I met Vincent. Mysterious, sexy, and unnervingly charming,
Vincent Delacroix appeared out of nowhere and swept me oﬀ my feet. Just like that, I was in danger of losing my heart all over again.
But I was ready to let it happen. Of course, nothing is ever that easy. Because Vincent is no normal human. He has a terrifying destiny,
one that puts his life at risk every day. He also has enemies . . . immortal, murderous enemies who are determined to destroy him and
all of his kind. While I'm ﬁghting to piece together the remnants of my life, can I risk putting my heart—as well as my life and my
family's—in jeopardy for a chance at love?
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Kicking It
Penguin A collection of brand-new urban fantasy stories featuring tales of vampires, Tricksters, witches and magic shoes from some
of today's most popular and proliﬁc authors in the genre, including Shannon K. Butcher, Rachel Caine and Chloe Neill. Original. 35,000
ﬁrst printing.

Bowser the Hound
Courier Corporation Bowser the Hound, outsmarted so often by Old Man Coyote, is taken advantage of once again when the coyote
leads him on a long chase that ends far from the canine's home.

Crewel
A Novel
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) Deadly Secrets Tangled Lies Woven truths Incapable. Awkward. Artless. That's what the other girls
whisper behind her back. But sixteen-year-old Adelice Lewys has a secret: She wants to fail. Gifted with the ability to weave time with
matter, she's exactly what the Guild is looking for, and in the world of Arras, being chosen to work the looms is everything a girl could
want. It means privilege, eternal beauty, and being something other than a secretary. It also means the power to manipulate the very
fabric of reality. But if controlling what people eat, where they live, and how many children they have is the price of having it all,
Adelice isn't interested. Not that her feelings matter, because she slipped and used her hidden talent for a moment. Now she has one
hour to eat her mom's overcooked pot roast. One hour to listen to her sister's academy gossip and laugh at her dad's jokes. One hour
to pretend everything's okay. And one hour to escape. Because tonight, they'll come for her.

I'm the Vampire, That's Why
Penguin Sink your teeth into the ﬁrst novel in New York Times bestselling author Michele Bardsley's Broken Heart series. Broken
Heart is the city with the highest rate of divorce and highest percentage of single parents in Oklahoma. And I, Jessica Matthews, have
been a member of that club ever since my husband dumped me for his twenty-something secretary and then had the gall to die in a
car accident. Now I’m not just a single mother trying to make ends meet in this crazy world...I’m also a vampire. One minute I was
taking out the garbage; the next I awoke sucking on the thigh of superhot vampire Patrick O’Halloran, who’d generously oﬀered his
femoral artery to save me. But though my stretch marks have disappeared and my vision has improved, I can’t rest until the thing
that did this to me is caught. My kids’ future is at stake—ﬁguratively and literally. As is my sex life. Although I wouldn’t mind ﬁnding
myself attached to Patrick’s juicy thigh again, I learned that once a vampire does the dirty deed, it hitches her to the object of her
aﬀection for at least one hundred years. I just don’t know if I’m ready for that kind of commitment...

Third Grave Dead Ahead
St. Martin's Press Third Grave Dead Ahead is the third installment of Darynda Jones' award-winning paranormal series that's
"hilarious and heartfelt, sexy and surprising." (J.R. Ward) Paranormal private eye. Grim reaper extraordinaire. Whatever. Charley
Davidson is back! And she's drinking copious amounts of caﬀeine to stay awake because, every time she closes her eyes, she sees
him: Reyes Farrow, the part-human, part-supermodel son of Satan. Yes, she did imprison him for all eternity, but come on. How is she
supposed to solve a missing persons case, deal with an ego-driven doctor, calm her curmudgeonly dad, and take on a motorcycle
gang hell-bent on murder when the devil's son just won't give up?

Jet Black and the Ninja Wind
Tuttle Publishing **Winner of the 2013-2014 Asian/Paciﬁc American Award for Young Adult Literature** **2015 Sakura Medal
Nominee** **Shortlisted for the 2014 SCBWI Crystal Kite Award** **Nominated for the Cybils Young Adult Bloggers Literary Award**
Seventeen-year-old Jet Black is a ninja. There's only one problem—she doesn't know it. Jet has never lived a so-called normal life.
Raised by her single Japanese mother on a Navajo reservation in the Southwest, Jet's life was a constant litany of mysterious physical
and mental training. For as long as Jet can remember, every Saturday night she and her mother played "the game" on the local
mountain. But this time, Jet is ﬁghting for her life. And at the end of the night, her mother dies and Jet ﬁnds herself an orphan—and in
mortal danger. Fulﬁlling her mother's dying wish, Jet ﬂies to Japan to live with her grandfather, where she discovers she is the only one
who can protect a family treasure hidden in her ancestral land. She's terriﬁed, but if Jet won't ﬁght to protect her world, who will?
Stalked by bounty hunters and desperately attracted with the man who's been sent to kill her, Jet must be strong enough to protect
the treasure, preserve an ancient culture and save a sacred mountain from destruction. In Jet Black and the Ninja Wind, multiple
award-winning author, poet and translator team Leza Lowitz and Shogo Oketani make their ﬁrst foray into young adult ﬁction with a
compulsively readable tale whose teenage heroine must discover if she can put the blade above the heart—or die trying.

A Terrible Love
Simon and Schuster In this electrifying New York Times ebook and USA Today bestseller from rising star of dark and sizzling new
adult novels Marata Eros, a former ballerina struggles to hide her painful past—only to discover she’s not the only one with secrets.
"We’re terrible together. . . ." Jess Mackey’s whole life is a meticulously fabricated lie. She escaped the violent tragedy of her past and
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is forging ahead with a clean slate far removed from her powerful political family and its dark secrets. But Jess can’t ignore her
passions—not her love for ballet, nor her tumultuous desire for the unexpected lover who threatens to jeopardize her carefully
constructed identity. Love does no harm. . . . Devin Castile is all sex-and-hotness wrapped up in a dangerous package. Jess worked
hard to leave danger behind. But she wants Cas as much as the girl she once was longs to be free. Convinced they can keep their
messy emotions at bay, Jess and Cas indulge their wildest fantasies. But soon Jess’s lies begin to crumble, and the lovers discover that
freedom comes with a deadly price.

Dentists
Pebble Open wide! Dentists care for people's teeth. Give readers the inside scoop on what it's like to be a dentist. Readers will learn
what dentists do, the tools they use, and how people get this exciting job.

Phonics First
Pascal Press BOOKS IN SERIES: 8 BOOKS IN READING F REEDOM 2000 PROGRAM: 24 ISBN: 978174020 0202 AUTHOR: Hunter Calder
RRP: $13. 95 PAGES: 72 pp. The Phonics First series has been written speciﬁcally for pre-readers and beginnin g readers (suggested
age 4 - ... 6). The series is carefully structured to develop phonemic awareness - ... the ability to identify individual s ounds in words as
well as the ability to blend sounds into meaningful wo rds. In Phonics First Book 5, students are introduced to higher o rder phonics
skills and generalisations. They learn the common consonant digraphs, long vowel rules, and the soft 'ec',, and 'eg',, sounds. Th rough
a variety of motivational exercises and activities students develo p their skills so they are able to read words containing these sounds
wi th accuracy and ﬂuency. The Reading Freedom 2000 Diagnostic Hand book should be used to place students at the correct level in
the progra m. In order to work successfully with the Phonics First Activity Books, teachers should refer to the Phonics First Teacher
Resource Book and mon itor student progress with the Phonics First Achievement Tests.

Old Granny Fox
When a deep winter snow carpets the Green Forest and nearby meadow, Granny Fox and Reddy have some disagreements on how
best to ﬁnd some food. But Granny - with her years of experience - wins out over Reddy and teaches him quite a bit about patience,
common sense, and resourcefulness.

Wicked Soul (Ancient Blood #1)
A Paranormal Vampire Romance (PNR/UF)
Little Huldra Media

Don't Talk Back to Your Vampire
Penguin Unwed and undead, town librarian Eva LeRoy, dealing with her daughter's new boyfriend who is a vampire hunter, rival
vamps, and unruly kids adjusting to night school, ﬁnds herself falling in love with Lorcan the Loner, the vampire who killed her.
Original.

The Originals: The Rise
HQN Books Family is power. The Original vampire family swore it to each other a thousand years ago. They pledged to remain
together always and forever. But even when you're immortal, promises are hard to keep. Arriving in New Orleans in 1722, Original
vampire siblings Klaus, Elijah and Rebekah Mikaelson believe they've escaped their dangerous past. But the city is lawless, a haven
for witches and werewolves unwilling to share territory. The siblings are at their mercy…especially after Klaus meets the beautiful and
mysterious Vivianne. Her impending marriage is key to ending the war between the supernatural factions—and Klaus's attraction to
her could destroy the uneasy alliance. As Elijah works toward securing a piece of the city for his family, and Rebekah ﬁghts her
unexpected feelings for a French captain, will Klaus's volatile desires bring their world crashing down—and tear them apart for good?

The Disorderly Knights
Book Three in the legendary Lymond Chronicles
Vintage This third volume in The Lymond Chronicles, the highly renowned series of historical novels takes place in 1551, when
Francis Crawford of Lymond is dispatched to embattled Malta, to assist the Knights of Hospitallers in defending the island against the
Turks. But shortly the swordsman and scholar discovers that the greatest threat to the Knights lies within their own ranks, where
various factions vie secretly for master.

Sisters, Super-Creeps and Slushy, Gushy Love Songs
Ally knows her super-eﬃcient big sis Linn ﬁnds their chaotic family a bit ... exasperating. But when Linn falls for Q, the tearaway lead
singer in a local band, all her sensible ways go out of the window. Everyone else can see that Q's a creep, but does Ally have the
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courage to burst Linn's heart-shaped bubble?

The Unwanted Wife
Montlake Romance No one had ever looked at her and seen perfection--until now. Delicate, titian-haired Theresa Noble has met her
father's associates in the past, but the gorgeous, Italian-born Sandro De Lucci leaves her speechless. Eighteen months into their
marriage, however, Sandro has turned to ice. Desperate to escape a relationship that has proven to be as stubbornly passionate as it
is cold and hateful, Theresa summons up the courage to ask for a divorce. But before he'll grant her request, Sandro demands
something from Theresa: a son. The stalemate sickens her. Never mind that Sandro has yet to introduce Theresa to the large family
that means so much to him. Or that Theresa overhears her husband on the phone with a mystery woman. Most damning is that
Theresa senses, in Sandro's treatment of her, the behind-the-scenes machinations of Jackson Noble, her cruel father. From the depths
of her anxiety, Theresa must seek an empowering truth about the husband who calls her, with such cold aﬀection, his cara, his
beloved.

The Craving
Hodder Children's Books Stefan Salvatore has come to terms with being a vampire. The events of the past few months have
sobered him, and the fog of his own blood lust has begun to lift. He travels to New York City to start a new life, one that does not
require him to kill humans to survive. Instead he feeds oﬀ of animals in Central Park. But the quiet life he envisioned is jolted when he
runs into his brother Damon, who has convinced New York high society that he is Italian royalty. While Stefan is regaining his
humanity, Damon has completely lost his. Stefan will do whatever it takes to protect Damon from himself, but there is another villain
present. A vampire that seeks revenge for a death the Salvatores are responsible for. Stefan and Damon will have to work together to
ﬁght the greatest evil yet.

The Eternity Cure
Harlequin In Allison Sekemoto's world, there is one rule left: Blood calls to blood She has done the unthinkable: died so that she
might continue to live. Cast out of Eden and separated from the boy she dared to love, Allie will follow the call of blood to save her
creator, Kanin, from the psychotic vampire Sarren. But when the trail leads to Allie's birthplace in New Covington, what Allie ﬁnds
there will change the world forever—and possibly end human and vampire existence. There's a new plague on the rise, a strain of the
Red Lung virus that wiped out most of humanity generations ago—and this strain is deadly to humans and vampires alike. The only
hope for a cure lies in the secrets Kanin carries, if Allie can get to him in time. Allison thought that immortality was forever. But now,
with eternity itself hanging in the balance, the lines between human and monster will blur even further, and Allie must face another
choice she could never have imagined having to make.

Fatal Revenant
Penguin Linden Avery returns to the Land in search of her kidnapped mentally ill son, whom she discovers fully healed and at the
side of her believed-dead beloved, Thomas Covenant, leading an attack on Revelstone.

Wicked Hour
Penguin In the second pulse-pounding novel in the USA Today bestselling Heirs of Chicagoland series, vampire Elisa Sullivan gets
drawn into the shifting sands of Pack politics. Vampires were made, not born—until Elisa Sullivan came along. As the only vampire
child in existence, she grew up with a heavy legacy, and tried to ﬂee her past. Then circumstances drew her back to Chicago, and she
stayed to keep it safe. With shifter Connor Keene, the only son of Pack Apex Gabriel Keene, at her side, she faced down a supernatural
evil that threatened to destroy Chicago forever. After the dust from the attack has settled, Elisa is surprised when Connor invites her
to a usually private Pack event in the north woods of Minnesota, and by the warm welcome she receives from some of Connor’s
family, even though she's a vampire. But the peace doesn't last. The shifters tell tales of a monster in the woods, and when the
celebration is marred by death, Elisa and Connor ﬁnd themselves in the middle of a struggle for control that forces Elisa to face her
true self—fangs and all.

Providence
Jamie McGuire In the old world shadows of Providence, Rhode Island, Nina Grey ﬁnds herself the center of a war between Hell and
Earth. Struggling with her father’s recent death, Nina meets Jared Ryel by chance…or so she believes. Although his stunning good
looks and mysterious talents are a welcome distraction, it soon becomes clear that Jared knows more about Nina than even her
friends at Brown University. When questions outnumber answers, Jared risks everything to keep the woman he was born to save—by
sharing the secret he was sworn to protect. When her father’s former associates begin following her in the dark, Nina learns that her
father is not the man she thought he was, but a thief who stole from demons. Searching for the truth behind her father’s death, Nina
stumbles upon something she never expected—something Hell wants—and only she holds the key.

Patient, Heal Thyself
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How the New Medicine Puts the Patient in Charge
Oxford University Press "The change is in how we think about medical decision-making. Whereas modern medicine's core idea was
that medical decisions should be based on the cold, hard facts of science-the province of the doctor-the "new medicine" reﬂects the
notion that all medical decisions must impose value judgments. Since physicians can claim no expertise on making those value
judgments, the pendulum has swung greatly toward the patient in evaluating alternatives and making decisions about their
treatment." "Veatch uses a range of fascinating contemporary and historical examples to reveal how values underlie almost all
medical procedures, and illustrate his case that this change is inevitable and a positive trend for patients."--BOOK JACKET.

The Drought
HarperCollins UK 'The world, without rain, is drying up. Rivers are a trickle and we see the shrivelling of the species far from its
sources and headed lemming-like for the sea. Time has burst its dams and seeps inside the race-structure with bizarre results A
strange and rather wonderful book full of haunting landscapes, phantasmagoria and disaster that clangs on the mind. An impressive
novel at any level. Its obscurities and surrealist ﬂourishes only heighten the dreamlike atmosphere.' Guardian

Because Your Vampire Said So
Penguin The third deligtfully undead novel in New York Times bestselling author Michele Bardsley's Broken Heart series. Not just
anyone can visit Broken Heart, Oklahoma, especially since all the single moms—like me, Patsy Donahue—have been turned into
vampires. I’m forever forty, but looking younger than my years, thanks to my new (un)lifestyle. And even thought most of my
customers have skipped town, I still manage to keep my hair salon up and running because of the lycanthropes prowling around. They
know how important good grooming is—especially a certain rogue shape-shifter who is as sexy as he is deadly. Now, if only I could put
a leash on my wild teenage son. He’s up to his neck in danger. The stress would kill me if I wasn’t already dead. But my maternal
instincts are sill alive and kicking, so no one better mess with my ﬂesh and blood.

Wait Till Your Vampire Gets Home
Penguin A woman ﬁnds out that while it's one thing to date a single father with emotional baggage, it's quite another to date one
who’s dead in this Broken Heart novel... It’s only because of my work as a paranormal investigator that I, Libby Monroe, ended up in a
town like Broken Heart, Oklahoma, chasing down bizarre rumors of strange goings-on—and ﬁnding vampires, lycanthropes, and
zombies. Oh my! I never expected to fall in lust, but Ralph Genessa is too irresistible. Being a vampire, he should be, but for some
reason, his glamour doesn’t work on me. The fact that he’s the loving, sexy father of twin toddlers is what wins me over. And you
know what they say, home is where the heart is. Only this town is being torn in two by a war between the undead—and I may be the
only thing that can hold Broken Heart together...

A Dirty Job
A Novel
Harper Collins Charlie Asher is a pretty normal guy with a normal life, married to a bright and pretty woman who actually loves him
for his normalcy. They're even about to have their ﬁrst child. Yes, Charlie's doing okay—until people start dropping dead around him,
and everywhere he goes a dark presence whispers to him from under the streets. Charlie Asher, it seems, has been recruited for a
new position: as Death. It's a dirty job. But, hey! Somebody's gotta do it.

The Ghost Files 4
Sleep, little children, all safe in your beds. But when the boogeyman knocks, if you are up watching... he'll make sure that you wish
you were dead! Once every one hundred and ﬁfty years he emerges from the darkest depths to feed. With each soul he takes, he
grows stronger. There is but one gift he needs in order to gain the power he seeks. One gift that will allow him to walk amongst all the
precious little children. And it's the one gift Mattie Hathaway possesses...the ability to bring images to life with just a drop of her
blood. The demon Silas has warned her to never reveal this ability, not even to her father who shares her power to communicate with
the dead. She's heeded his warning, but hiding it may no longer be an option. Children are disappearing all over the Charlotte area.
When their bodies are recovered, they are always the same-broken, beaten, and bruised. Fear is spiraling out of control in the Queen
City as parents glance nervously around each corner, seeing the boogeyman in every shadow. When one little girl goes missing in
Mattie's neighborhood, it's up to her and Oﬃcer Dan Richards to ﬁnd the truth. In doing so, she uncovers a far greater evil than she's
ever come up against. The one thing she was bred to defeat. Deleriel. A fallen angel...one of the ﬁrst demons. He is powerful,
ambitious, and now that Mattie is on his radar, she's all he needs to complete his arsenal. Amid of whirlwind of secrets coming to light,
Mattie is faced with uncovering the truth about her own heritage. She must come to grips with it before she can begin to prepare for
the battle of a lifetime...a battle she never asked for but is caught in the middle of. Can she face her own truths before it's too late?
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Inner Skiing
Revised Edition
Random House A New, Completely Revised Edition of the Classic Guide to Better Skiing Have you been searching for a way to
overcome your fear, trust your instincts, and ski to your greatest potential? Inner Skiing will help you do all this and more. In this
newly updated edition of the skiing classic, W. Timothy Gallwey and Robert Kriegel oﬀer advice on and examples of how to gain the
"inner" self-conﬁdence needed to ski well and have fun on the slopes. Inner Skiing will help you: Focus on each step of a particular
technique (like the parallel turn), then put it all together so that the motion seems eﬀortless Analyze your fears to distinguish between
healthy fear and unnecessary fear that you can overcome Achieve "breakthrough" runs in which you experience natural and
coordinated movements Move to the next level in your skiing ability and feel in control Gallwey and Kriegel are two of the leading
innovators in sports, and this new edition reﬁnes the techniques they have perfected over their long careers. Their easy-to-follow
examples and anecdotes will help skiers of all abilities--from beginner to expert. Inner Skiing will change the way you ski.

Finding Kyle
Big Dog Books, LLC When you’ve lived your life as a criminal… When you’ve done unspeakable things … When your soul has
become dark and stained… The path to redemption begins where you least expect it. Kyle Sommerville is in hiding and doesn’t want
to be found by anyone. Certainly not by his quirky, free-spirited neighbor who’s managed to push her way past the walls he’s built
around him. But Jane Cresson’s indomitable will and insatiable curiosity about her reclusive neighbor makes it impossible for Kyle to
stay immersed in his dark world. Little by little, she claws through his shell. Day by day, she gets him to smile a little more. Night by
night, they both ﬁnd pleasure they never knew existed. When Kyle’s terrible past is exposed, Jane begins to think she’s in over her
head. Can her love for this broken man ﬁnally clear his path to redemption, or will Kyle’s darkness ﬁnally extinguish every bit of hope
she’s put into him?

Only Lycans Need Apply
A Broken Heart Novel
Penguin A vampire ﬁnds herself in a hair-raising situation in this Broken Hearts novel from New York Times bestselling author Michele
Bardsley. Archaeologists like me, Moira Jameson, are ready for trouble. Okay, maybe not human-species-threatening trouble. Or the
kind of trouble that arrives in the form of a sexy werewolf named Drake. Yeah. Werewolf. And I thought ancient curses and walking
corpses were a joke. Um…not so much. ’Cause a walking corpse named Karn wants to reveal vampires, and all of parakind, to the
humans. And everyone else thinks that’s a bad idea. Then a pyramid mysteriously appears in Broken Heart, Oklahoma, and I’m
appointed to get inside, survive booby traps, and awaken two very old, very hungry vampires. Luckily, Drake has my back (and my
front). Unfortunately, archaeology sometimes reveals some very nasty surprises. And I'll have to decide between saving myself…or
saving the world.

Rose & Thorn
HarperCollins This beauty isn’t sleeping! Discover the true story of Sleeping Beauty in Sarah Prineas’s bold YA fairy-tale retelling
ﬁlled with thrilling adventure and romance, perfect for fans of the Lunar Chronicles and the Girl of Fire and Thorns trilogy. After the
spell protecting her is destroyed, Rose seeks safety in the world outside the valley she had called home. She’s been kept hidden all
her life to delay the three curses she was born with—curses that will put her into her own fairy tale and a century-long slumber.
Accompanied by Griﬀ, the handsome and mysterious Watcher, and Quirk, his witty and warmhearted partner, Rose tries to escape
from the ties that bind her to her story. But will the path they take lead them to freedom, or will it bring them straight into the fairy
tale they are trying to avoid? Set in the world of Sarah Prineas’s Ash & Bramble ﬁfty years later, Rose & Thorn is a powerful retelling of
the classic “Sleeping Beauty” tale where the characters ﬁght to ﬁnd their own happy ever after.

A Faulkner Glossary
New York, Citadel P This book is a reference book, and as such it has been arranged to facilitate ﬁnding specﬁc information.

Study Me
A forbidden Student Teacher aﬀair that will heat up your kindle and melt your hearts. Study, eat, and repeat. For the life of a medical
student Marley Murphy has her work cut out for her. To make matters worse, her professor Houston Dale is one of the hardest
teachers around. His sole purpose is to make each student suﬀer. When Marley is asked to be his assistant for the semester forbidden
sparks will ﬂy between them. Houston Dale hates teaching Anatomy. With a secret past he won't let anyone get too close. But, when
his assistant lives across an alleyway and he can see all the naughty things she does in her bedroom at night, Houston can't contain
himself. Forced to choose between his past and present, will Houston be able to be strong enough to withstand the temptation of his
student? This is a forbidden Professor/Student aﬀair. Get ready as Houston and Marley heat up the pages and your hearts.A
Standalone with no cheating, and no cliﬀhanger.
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ABC
ABC's
Honey Bear Books ABC's, First Words, Numbers and Shapes, Colors and Opposites including a special note to parents. Children will
enjoy hours of learning fun in each 32-page bi-lingual book. All four books are designed speciﬁcally to teach and reinforce basic
concepts for preschool through early elementary school children.

Playboy
They call me a playboy. Sure, I like to have fun with the opposite sex, but hey, in my line of work, who wouldn't?My name's Jonah and I
work for Bunny Hunnies, a swimsuit magazine. Calling the shots, and taking pictures of gorgeous women is every man's fantasy,
including mine. That is, until Chelsea Sincock walks onto the set of one of my shoots. I've known Chelsea since before she was this hot
as hell vixen wearing nothing but a bikini. What is she doing here?Does her brother, Declan, know? Did I mention he's my best friend?
This is going to be hard, I mean diﬃcult, to work with her. And the more I gaze at her from behind the lens, the more I realize I'm in
way over my head.
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